
 

Warden’s Notes: Christmas 2019 

   

Hello 

This is the Christmas edition of ‘The Warden’s Notes’, 

I’m Martin Stuart, The Parish Warden, where I talk 

about what’s happening in Grappenhall and Thelwall, 

what work I’ve been doing recently and bring you some 

pictures of the amazing wealth of natural beauty and 

wildlife that I come across whilst travelling round the 

Parish. 

May I first take the opportunity to wish a very happy Christmas and a fruitful New Year to all 

residents of and visitors to, the Parish. 

I work 16 hours a week patrolling the highways, footpaths and public places in the parish 

keeping them free from litter and clear of overhanging growth and weeds along with any 

other tasks that need doing. I also act as the ‘eyes and ears’ of the Parish Council by 

resolving problems that occur or reporting them to other authorities. I also like to think that I 

act as an ambassador for the Parish Council, being out and about around the parish and 

being able to talk to lots of residents. So, if you see me around (wearing my hi-vis vest that 

says what I am) stop and have a chat or at least say hello. 

Community Litter Pick 

We have now completed our programme of 

community litter picks for 2019, the last one 

having been held on 5th October. 

The turnout for these events has varied wildly 

from 35 people to only 7 on other occasions and 

I am somewhat at a loss to identify how to get 

the big public turnouts for litter picking. We 

continue to expand our publicity methods using 

social media, notices in shops and the parish 

council noticeboards as well as an expanding 

email list of those who have expressed an 

interest in taking part in litter picking events. If 

you would like your name to be placed on the 

database so as to be sent an email reminder 

shortly before the next litter pick, just telephone 

the Parish Council office on 01925 264918 or 

drop a line to 

info@grappenhallandthelwallpc.org.uk  

mailto:info@grappenhallandthelwallpc.org.uk


I will soldier on and publish next year’s programme of litter picks early in the new year and 

hope to attract some big numbers of people to help out. 

Diamond Park, Thelwall 

 

The more eagle-eyed of the regular users of 

Diamond Park at Thelwall will have noticed that we 

have now managed to get hold of the part to repair 

the small children’s bench that had got smashed, 

as shown in this picture, and was unsafe due to 

the sharp edges where it had broken. 

It’s now in full working order again, though I 

suspect it won’t get much use till the weather gets 

better as it’s sitting in a sea of mud and water at 

the moment!  

 

 

 

Hedges and footpaths 

The Parish Council was recently contacted by a gentleman who regularly walks his grandson 

to school along Stockport Road and who was having difficulty getting past, or at least getting 

past without going in single file, you may recognise the hedge (below)– it’s just past the 

Springbrook pub’s car park when going up Stockport Road. 

Anyway, it was overgrown and half blocking the footway. As it’s outside the property 

boundaries of the adjacent houses it had been rather neglected. Just the sort of job for me, 

so it was the work of a couple of hours to get down there with my hedge trimmer and restore 

it to the trimmer version shown in the photograph below. 

 



Morris Brook Park 

I don’t know if you’ve seen this rather 

alarming sight in Morris Brook Park but 

it’s just over the footbridge at the back of 

the Bellhouse car park. 

Recent heavy rainfall has eroded the 

banking to the stream to the extent that 

it’s eating into the footpath. 

As you can see, it has been reported to 

the appropriate authorities who have 

taken initial steps to make it safe, and to 

prevent people falling into the stream. 

Hopefully it won’t be long before a full 

repair is undertaken to shore up the 

stream bank. 

 

Rant of the month 

I may have ranted about this one before but it’s driving me to distraction – it’s chippy and 

takeaway wrappers being dumped along Stockton Lane in Grappenhall. It happens all the 

time particularly at the parking spot on the canal edge just before the playing fields but also 

on the playing fields car park itself. 

It’s a horrible thing to do in this quiet beauty spot and leaves a real mess there often. 

I continue to patrol this area and will have no hesitation in reporting such incidents to 

Warrington Council’s environmental crime section who do prosecute such offences. I would 

urge anyone who sees such dumping to report it to Warrington Council (on 01925 443322), 

preferably with a vehicle registration number. 

 

Local nature and wildlife 

I’m afraid I’ve not taken many pictures of wildlife or of the local landscape over the last few 

weeks to publish here.  It’s probably fair to say that, in general, I’ve kept my head down and 

concentrated on getting my work done in this grey and miserable weather that we’ve been 

having over the last few weeks. So to cheer us up I’ve published some pictures to remind us 

how nice a place to live and work Grappenhall and Thelwall. 



 



 

Fly tipping and litter 

And finally, if you come across examples of fly-tipping or large concentrations of litter within 

the Parish that I can clear up (or where there are larger items involved and the Borough 

Council will move them) please let us know by contacting the parish council on 01925 

264918.  

I can’t promise to deal with everything reported instantly but can usually deal with most 

things reported within the week in order to keep the parish as clean and shiny as we all want 

it to be. 

 

 

  


